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a b s t r a c t
Distributed Dynamic Thermal Management (dDTM) through task migrations across cores
provides a very promising solution to cater for the heating issues in Many-Core architectures. However, the growing number of cores, the distributed nature of dDTM and the
inherent sampling-based nature of traditional analysis techniques, like simulation and
emulation, makes a complete and rigorous analysis of these task migration algorithms
almost impossible. These limitations compromise the analysis integrity and in worst cases
may lead to the deployment of an ineﬃcient and inaccurate dDTM scheme on chip, which
in turn can cause permanent defects in the chip due to excessive heating. Leveraging
upon the exhaustive nature of model checking based veriﬁcation, we propose to use
a model checker to formally verify task migration algorithms. This work proposes an
analysis methodology, i.e., Formal Analysis Methodology for Task Migrations (FAMe-TM),
and identiﬁes a generic set of properties for the formal veriﬁcation of task-migration-based
dDTM schemes. In particular, we propose an analysis ﬂow using the scalable bounded
model checker, nuXmv, to formally verify the suggested task migration properties, like tasks
migrations, stalls, completion, creation of hot spots, time spent in migration and time to
achieve stability. For illustration purposes, we apply FAMe-TM to two recently proposed
task-migration-based dDTM schemes, i.e., Thermal Coupling Aware (TCA-TM) dDTM and
Hot Spot Reduction (HR-TM) dDTM.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Driven by the rapid shrinkage of transistor sizes and ever increasing performance requirements, multi-core systems have
now evolved into Many-Core systems by packaging tens to hundreds of cores on a single chip [32]. The concentration of
more and more computing units per chip has led to the problem of high on-chip temperatures, which may cause physical
damages to the chip itself [13]. To ensure the thermal safety and reliability of these systems, Dynamic Thermal Management
(DTM) solutions have been proposed both at the hardware [11,10] and software levels [1,20]. The hardware solutions are
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mainly composed of low level thermal management techniques, like Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), which
cater for the heating problem by decreasing the operational frequency of the heated core. Thus, we compromise the overall
performance to manage the thermal issues. On the other hand, the software approach tends to perform thermal management by intelligent mapping of tasks and online task migration amongst the cores without compromising the speed. The
2013 ITRS road-map enlists the software-based dynamic task migration as a potential solution for thermal management of
Many-Core systems [17].
DTM techniques can be classiﬁed as either centralized or distributed based on a global or local task migration decision [18]. The centralized DTM (cDTM) moderates the thermal proﬁle of the chip by executing task migration policy on
a central agent that globally monitors the temperature parameters of all the cores. However, the cDTM has the inherent
issue of excessive communication bandwidth, as each individual core in the system sends its information to the central
controller core. Also, since a single agent residing on the central core is responsible for all the cDTM decisions, this computationally intensive node essentially becomes the bottleneck for the whole cDTM system. Thus, the application of cDTM
to larger Many-Core systems faces the scalability issue. The distributed DTM (dDTM) approach alleviates these concerns
by exploiting the concepts from distributed decision making and multi-agent systems. In this case, each core is associated
with a so-called agent that autonomously determines local task migration decisions by considering the temperatures of
its neighboring agents. Since these agents do not require the temperature knowledge of all the cores, the dDTM approach
avoids the excessive communication overhead cost and thus overcomes the scalability issue of centralized DTM. Also, the
dDTM approach avoids the issue of a central core being the single point of failure in a Many-Core DTM environment. These
beneﬁts of dDTM over cDTM make it a better choice for the future systems with 1000s of cores.
The task migration decision for a dDTM is mostly triggered based on a certain temperature threshold for the overall
Many-Core system. This decision to invoke task migration algorithm can either be taken proactively [29,2], where a future
prediction of core’s temperature is made, or it can be taken reactively [23,22], when the task migration is called after the
given threshold is reached. Once invoked, the task migration algorithm tries to lower the temperature of the identiﬁed core
by sharing its task load with the relatively less-loaded neighborhood cores. The feasibility of task migrations is determined
by the associated migration cost. This cost is based on factors, like communication bandwidth, distance between the cores,
power consumption of the migrating tasks (tasks from both source and destination cores) and estimated temperature of the
cores after migration.
Traditionally, these task-migration-based dDTM schemes are analyzed using conventional simulation and emulation
methods. However, due to the sampling-based nature of these analysis methods, they do not guarantee the accurate working
of a given task migration algorithm for all possible scenarios. Moreover, the distributed and reactive nature of the dDTM
schemes and their respective environments also complicate the recreation of all possible corner cases during the simulation or
emulation based analysis. Given the safety and ﬁnancial-critical nature of the applications of Many-Core systems, the absolute
correctness of the dDTM schemes has become imperative. Moreover, a veriﬁcation methodology for dDTM schemes is expected to largely facilitate hardware designers at system level to perform a complete and sound functional veriﬁcation and
performance analysis of the Many-Core systems using these dDTM schemes.
Model checking [9], which is one of the most widely used formal veriﬁcation methods [12] for verifying distributed and
reactive systems, can be used to resolve the above-mentioned inaccuracy issues in analyzing dDTM schemes. In fact, it has
been used to verify many DTM techniques, e.g. [28,25,16]. The SPIN model checker has been used for the functional and
timing analysis of a dDTM scheme, i.e., the Thermal-aware Agent-based Power Economy (TAPE), as well [16]. The timing
properties are veriﬁed by introducing the Lamport time stamps [19] in the model. This inclusions makes the model quite
complex and thus the formal analysis could not be extended beyond a 3 × 3 core grid due to the infamous state-space
explosion problem [8]. Recently, probabilistic model checking has also been explored to analyze the TAPE scheme leading to
more insights and identiﬁcation of a few issues in the selected dDTM scheme [15], but this analysis is limited to the grid
size of 4 × 4. Leveraging upon the built-in support for verifying timing properties and eﬃcient veriﬁcation algorithms of
nuXmv [5], another dDTM scheme, based on task migration, was veriﬁed for a 9 × 9 grid [4]. These results clearly indicate
the usefulness of the nuXmv model checker in verifying task-migration-based dDTM schemes but the work, presented in [4],
was dedicated to a particular task migration algorithm and tackled the veriﬁcation of only the deadlock freeness and time
to stability properties.
The novel contributions to this paper are: (1) To extend the results presented in [4] and provide a Formal Analysis
Methodology for Task Migration (FAMe-TM) algorithms for any dDTM scheme. To the best of our knowledge, no such
generic methodology has been proposed before. (2) Identiﬁcation of a set of formal properties, using the task migration
principles, like number of task migrations, task load completed, number of stalled tasks, number of hot spots and time
spent in task migration for an observation period, to judge the effectiveness of a given task-migration-based dDTM approach. (3) In order to illustrate the effectiveness and practical utilization of our proposed methodology, the paper presents
the formal analysis of a recently proposed task-migration-based dDTM scheme [27] for different grid sizes up to a 9 × 9
Many-Core system. Using the suggested analysis ﬂow, we have also been able to point out a few discrepancies in the selected
task migration algorithm. (4) We have also proposed an improved version of the said work [27] by rectifying the encountered problems. This improved version is compared to the existing one and the task migration algorithm analyzed in our
previous work [4] and the comparative analysis results are described to justify the rigor of the proposed analysis methodology.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of FAMe-TM.

2. Proposed methodology: FAMe-TM
Model checking is one of the widely used formal tools for state-space based modeling and veriﬁcation of hardware and
software systems. Model checking provides for exhaustive veriﬁcation of a ﬁnite state model in an automatic manner. The
veriﬁcation process is composed of three main steps: (1) The ﬁrst step is the description of a system under veriﬁcation as
a state-space based model using the formal language of a model checker. (2) Secondly, a set of properties to be veriﬁed for
that system is identiﬁed and all the properties are formally speciﬁed using temporal logic. (3) Finally, the model checker
automatically veriﬁes if the system meets the required speciﬁcations. In addition to its automatic veriﬁcation, the tool also
provides a counterexample to indicate the failure of a certain property. However, the state-space of a model for a complex
system may grow exponentially, leading to the infamous problem of state-space explosion. This issue can be tackled by
adopting more abstract models or resorting to the technique of Bounded Model Checking [3], which allows searching the
state space within k-bound levels to ﬁnd a counterexample for the given property.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the ﬁrst step in the proposed analysis methodology for task-migration-based dDTM, i.e., FAMe-TM,
is the modeling of the given migration algorithm as a state-space using the language of the nuXmv model checking tool [5].
The foremost reasons for selecting the nuXmv model checker for FAMe-TM include the support of the Real data type, using
rational numbers, and advanced SAT algorithms and Satisﬁability Modulo Theories (SMT), using MathSAT [26], for verifying
ﬁnite and inﬁnite state systems. Moreover, nuXmv allows us to tackle the inherent state-space explosion problem of model
checking by providing Bounded Model Checking [3] support, which allows searching the state space within k-bound levels to
ﬁnd a counterexample for the given property. These features enable us to verify larger grids of multi-core systems and thus
form the main motivation of using the nuXmv model checker for FAMe-TM. A nuXmv model consists of a MAIN module and
several other modules interacting in the MAIN module, thus allowing a modular programming approach, where an overall
system can be considered as a composition of several sub-systems.
This model is then used to formally verify the properties of the given system and conduct its formal analysis based on
the dDTM principles. The properties to be veriﬁed can be speciﬁed using the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation
Tree Logic (CTL) operators available in nuXmv. In particular, we propose to verify two kinds of properties, i.e., functional
and performance properties. The functional properties, veriﬁed using LTL operators in nuXmv, include checks for functional
correctness of the given task migration algorithm besides ensuring that the algorithm would eventually lead to a stable
safe-temperature state. The performance properties provide more insights into the dDTM scheme’s behavior by providing
information about the number of task migrations (ntm), the number of tasks stalled on the system (ns), the number of hot
spots created (hs), task load completed (ntc ), time spent in task migration (ttm), and the total number of state transitions
while achieving the stable safe-temperature condition.
The pseudo code for the FAMe-TM analysis methodology is given in Algorithm 1. The inputs to FAMe-TM are the
state-space model of the dDTM scheme ( M ), Grid Size ( gs), RC Model ( M RC ), Threshold Temperature ( T th ) and Threshold Tolerance (c ). The sate-space model M is a formal algorithmic description of the given dDTM scheme. Grid size gs
deﬁnes the number of cores in a Many-Core system. The RC model of a core is a model used for calculating the core
temperature based on its thermal resistance R and capacitance C . The dDTM schemes use these R and C parameters along
with the power consumption of the tasks to estimate the core temperature ( T ). T th with a tolerance c deﬁnes the thermal
threshold for invoking the task migrations.
Each core is associated with a task queue with n number of tasks and assigned an ID and neighborhood based on its
location in the grid. Initially, tasks are assigned non-deterministically to the task queue of each core and all the performance
parameters are also reset to 0. Each task in the queue is associated with a priority (t P ), task load (t L ) and execution
time (t E ). A task load with n power units requires n execution cycles to complete its execution. A task is picked from the
task queue according to its priority or execution time or task load as shown in Lines 10 to 17 of the algorithm. Next, the
temperature of the core is estimated using the RC Model. If T > T th ± c, then the section of the code from Lines 21 to 36
updates the parameters ttm and hs (a binary f lag is checked to increment the value of hs only once for the same hot spot),
and invokes the task migration routine to ﬁnd a suitable core. If a suitable core is found, then the task is migrated and ntm
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Algorithm 1 FAMe-TM.
Input:
M:
State-space model of task-migration-based dDTM scheme
gs:
Grid Size
MRC :
RC Model
Tth :
Threshold Temperature
c:
Threshold Tolerance
Initialize:
1 for each core i, where i = 0 to gs do
2
Assign Core ID i
3
Assign Neighbors np_q
4
number of hot spots (hsi ) := 0
5
number of task migrations (ntmi ) := 0
6
number of stalls (nsi ) := 0
7
task load completed (ntci ) := 0
8
time spent in task migration (ttmi ) := 0
9 end for
Task Queue:
Task Parameters
tLi :
Task Load
tE i :
Execution Time
tPi :
Priority
10 Pick the highest priority task from queue
11 if Multiple tasks with same highest priority then
12
Choose the task with minimum load
13 else if Multiple tasks with same minimum load then
14
Choose the tasks with minimum execution time
15 else if Multiple tasks with minimum execution time then
16
Choose Non-deterministically
17 end if
18 while (1) do
19
Calculate core temperature (Ti ) using MRC
20
if Ti > Tth ± c then
21
ttmi := ttmi +1
22
ﬂag := TRUE
23
if next(ﬂag) = TRUE & ﬂag = FALSE then
24
hsi := hsi +1
25
else
26
hsi := hsi
27
end if
28
Invoke Task Migration Algorithm M
29
if Destination core found then
30
Migrate (load tLi , execution time tEi , priority tPi )
31
ntmi := ntmi +1
32
goto 10
33
else
34
nsi := nsi +1
35
goto 19
36
end if
37
else
38
ﬂag = FALSE
39
if tLi =0 then
40
ntci := ntci +1
41
goto 10
42
else
43
tLi := tLi −1
44
goto 19
45
end if
46
end if
47 end while

 each core i has its own Task Queue

 while loop runs on every core i in parallel

 next(ﬂag) is the next state of variable ﬂag

is incremented indicating a successful task migration, otherwise the task is stalled and the value of the stall counter ns is
updated. Lines 38 to 45 of Algorithm 1 are responsible for updating the parameter ntc. If the condition for invoking task
migration routine is false, then the parameter ntc is incremented depending on whether the task is completed or not in
which case the remaining time for the task is updated.
Both the system model and its functional and performance properties are passed to nuXmv for automatic veriﬁcation.
The tool generates a true/false status for each functional speciﬁcation for the system. In case of a failing property, a counterexample in the execution trace of the ﬁnite-state-machine (FSM) is provided for debugging. The performance parameters,
e.g., number of task stalls etc., are calculated by implementing respective counters for each parameter. These parameters
are evaluated until the dDTM scheme reaches a thermally stable state. In the next two sections, we describe our formal
modeling methodology for a task-migration-based dDTM scheme and the analysis properties, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Modeling of a core module in FAMe-TM.

3. nuXmv modeling of dDTM schemes
In order to model the given task migration algorithm, its state-space model needs to be constructed and translated into
the nuXmv language. This state-space model can be built from the algorithmic ﬂow of the technique. Since the cores in a
dDTM environment operate as independent DTM agents, the respective nuXmv model for the algorithm is centered around
the module(s) for a node or agent, where each node is running an instance of the task migration algorithm and interacting
with its neighbors. We have proposed a generic nuXmv module for modeling such a distributed agent in a multi-core
environment. Within this core module, several other modules, like task queue, temperature estimation and migration cost
etc., are also required to develop a complete formal model for the given task-migration-based dDTM scheme. These modules
are deﬁned in a generic way to facilitate the modeling of any dDTM scheme. A brief description of the node module and its
comprising sub-modules available in the proposed methodology is given in Fig. 2.
Each core or node in the distributed Many-Core system is described by a nuXmv module labeled core. This module is
a complete model for a dDTM agent and is responsible for taking a migration decision. The working of the core module
can be divided into two main parts or sub-modules; the temperature control part and the task queue, as shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, the queue is assigned tasks by the MAIN module in a non-deterministic manner. Afterwards, new tasks can be
assigned to a queue after an execution interval or scheduling interval t E X . The queue contains n tasks intrinsic to the
core plus a possible migrated task from one of the neighboring cores. In case, more than one neighboring cores select the
same core as a target destination, the task to be migrated is selected based on the cores temperatures by a comparison
module outside the core module. Moreover, each task in the queue is characterized by its task load in power units, total
execution time, deﬁned in terms of t E X , and its priority. If a task load is n power units, it would require n execution cycles
to complete its execution. All this task related information from the queue is passed to the temperature control part of the
core module. In the temperature control part, a comparison module selects the task with the highest priority and the
lowest task load, for a possible execution on a core. Another sub-module called temperature estimation, predicts the
future temperature of the core with the possible new task. The overall temperature of the core is predicted by adding the
future rise in temperature due to a potential new task and the temperature reported by the thermal model being used by
the dDTM scheme.
Mostly, dDTM schemes use a resistance and capacitance based thermal model for temperature monitoring [20,22,23].
The future temperature from the temperature estimation module and the threshold temperature are passed to the
task migration algorithm module, which makes a decision to either execute the task on the current core or invoke
the search amongst the neighboring cores to ﬁnd an appropriate core for execution. This migration decision is based on
the information from the cost migration modules. These cost migration modules calculate the cost for migration
with neighbors using some cost function, which usually estimates the cost in terms of future temperature of the destination
core, by interacting with the core modules of the neighbors. Since each node runs its own task migration algorithm and
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interacts with its immediate neighbors, the multi-core grid for any dDTM scheme can be easily constructed using the nuXmv
modular programming approach.
4. Formal properties for dDTM schemes
A model checking based formal analysis of a system requires modeling the given system and specifying its properties in
a formal way. The formal model of a task migration algorithm can be explicitly developed from the given algorithmic details
and the properties for the veriﬁcation and analysis have to be carefully extracted from the behavior of the given dDTM
scheme and expressed in the appropriate logic. Some of the primary properties for the model, like deadlock and fairness
etc., can be checked using the nuXmv built-in support for these properties. Besides these, while considering the behavior of
many widely used dDTM schemes (e.g., [30,23,29]), we have identiﬁed a generic set of properties that are expected to allow
the veriﬁcation of most of task-migration-based dDTM schemes. These properties are described below.
4.1. Functional properties
The functional properties ensure the accurate and desired working of task-migration-based dDTM schemes. These properties are represented by the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) operators that are available in the nuXmv environment. Although,
at times, such properties may vary depending upon the working of a particular scheme, yet the following generic properties can be analyzed for any dDTM before going for its detailed analysis. In these properties, corex refers to a core x in
the Many-Core grid, corex .Tcur is the current temperature of the core x and corex .nm refers to the neighbor id nm of the
neighbors of corex to which it wants to migrate tasks.
Property 1. G (corex .Tcur > Tth → F (corex .Tcur <= Tth ))
One of the foremost functional properties for a dDTM scheme is that it can eventually invoke its task migration
algorithm when required. For example, in a Many-Core system, if the temperature of one of the cores crosses the
threshold for the system and never gets back due to the exchange of tasks or stalling the current task, then this
activity would result in the creation of thermal hot spots, i.e., elevated temperature regions, across the chip. The
above LTL property checks that any core having its current temperature greater than a threshold will eventually
get a reduction in temperature. The veriﬁcation of this property also ensures that the task migration algorithm for
a dDTM scheme is indeed carried out when required.
Property 2. G (corex .Tcur < Tth → X (corex .nm = x))
Another interesting property in the context of task-migration-based dDTM schemes would be to check that as long
as any core’s temperature is below the safe limit, it does not need to invoke the task migration routine. Formally,
the above LTL speciﬁcation states that if the current temperature of a core is less than the speciﬁed threshold,
then in the very next state, the core does not need to migrate tasks to its neighbors. The above property makes
sure that unnecessary task migrations will never happen throughout the execution of the dDTM scheme.
Property 3. G F ((core0 .Tcur <= Tth ± c)&(core1 .Tcur <= Tth ± c)........&(coren .Tcur <=Tth ± c))
Attaining thermal stability is the foremost functional objective of every DTM algorithm. Stability or thermal stability is attained in a Many-Core system, when all the cores of the system are operating within a safe temperature
range. In the above speciﬁcation, the stability condition, coren .Tcur <= coren .Tth ± c, for a core n is deﬁned using
the fact that the task migration algorithm tries to achieve stability by executing the task migration until the core
has a temperature within a safe temperature range, i.e., Tth ± c, where c is the allowable temperature variation
from the threshold temperature. In this work, we have taken the value of c to be 5 ◦ C. Also, the GF operator
is used to ensure that our stability property holds true (some where in future or eventually) across any execution path (globally) of the algorithm. This property has to be veriﬁed under the condition that new tasks are not
arriving during the veriﬁcation of this property.
The veriﬁcation of all the above-mentioned properties is done automatically by the nuXmv model checker. In case a property
fails, the nuXmv model checker provides the corresponding counterexample for debugging purposes.
4.2. Performance properties
Due to the availability of a variety of task migration algorithms and their different working mechanisms, there can be a
wide range of performance metrics. In FAMe-TM, we have introduced the following set of common properties that can be
associated with any dDTM scheme for its evaluation.
Task load completed. A primary requirement from any dDTM scheme is to ensure maximum execution of task load under
its task migration policy. We ﬁnd the total of task load completed in a given observation interval by integrating
a counter in our core module. The overall performance of the grid can be easily found out by comparing the
executed load against the total task load allocated. A dDTM scheme with a higher task completion ratio leads to
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more performance-eﬃcient task migration decisions at run-time. The total completed task load in the core grid is
calculated by adding up the task load completed on individual cores using the following nuXmv statement:

ntc := core1.ntc + core2.ntc + core3.ntc + ...... + coren.ntc
Number of task stalls. The number of task stalls indicate the number of times a task is paused as a result of executing task
migration algorithm in a dDTM scheme. A core stalls a task for execution, if it exceeds the threshold limit and
the migration algorithm cannot ﬁnd a suitable core to exchange the tasks. In that case, the core is allowed to
cool down before starting the execution of a new task. Thus, the fewer the number of task stalls the better would
be the performance of the task migration policy. The total number of task stalls is calculated using the following
nuXmv statement:

ns := core1.ns + core2.ns + core3.ns + ...... + coren.ns
Number of hot spots created. A dDTM scheme with an ineﬃcient task migration algorithm may lead to cores crossing the
threshold limit more frequently, thus invoking further migrations to reach a stable thermal state. For example,
a careless decision to migrate a task from a hotter core to a core, which is also susceptible of getting a hot spot
soon, may create a hot spot in the destination core. It is therefore important to analyze a task migration algorithm
in terms of the total number of hot spots created in the system. The total number of hot spots created is calculated
by adding the hot spots created by all the nodes in the given grid.
Number of task migrations. The main role of a task migration policy is to ﬁnd a suitable alternate core for a task, which
is currently executing on a heated core to avoid overheating. A good migration policy generates fewer task migrations. However, when the migration is necessary, i.e., after a hot spot has been created, the task migration
algorithm should be able to ﬁnd an appropriate core for migration rather than stalling the tasks for longer periods. The total number of tasks migrations in the system is again calculated by adding the task migrations initiated
by all the individual cores.
Number of transitions required for stability. To get an insight about the time performance of a dDTM scheme, we deﬁne the
time to stability as the number of state transitions required to achieve stability, i.e., when all the cores in the
system are within the threshold temperatures. It can also be expressed in terms of number of execution cycles,
tEX , where dDTM scheme is invoked every tEX time units. This time to stability gives an insight about how quickly
a dDTM scheme gets thermally stable. These transitions are found using the built-in nuXmv commands execute_trace.
Time spent in task migration. This parameter gives the average time spent by a heated core in ﬁnding an appropriate destination core for the task migration. This parameter is calculated for every core in the system till the thermal stability
is achieved. It provides information about the eﬃciency of a task migration scheme in terms of the number of
transitions spent in the system looking for a destination core.
While modeling a dDTM scheme in nuXmv, all these parameters are integrated in the core module. These values can be
recorded for any suitable observation interval, e.g., till the dDTM scheme achieves the thermal stability.
5. Formal veriﬁcation of TCA-TM and HR-TM dDTM schemes
In this section, we apply our proposed methodology, i.e., FAMe-TM, to a thermal coupling aware dDTM scheme (TCA-TM)
[27] and a dDTM scheme with hot spot reduction through task migration (HR-TM) [21]. The TCA-TM dDTM scheme aims
at thermal management of a Many-Core system considering the post-migration temperature and thermal coupling effects
between the cores, whereas the TCA-TM tries to manage the temperature of a Many-Core system with the objective of
reducing the temperature variation across the cores. These two dDTM schemes with different objectives are chosen to
demonstrate the generic modeling and analysis approach of FAMe-TM. Based on FAMe-TM analysis of TCA-TM, we have also
suggested an improvement in TCA-TM dDTM scheme. The ﬁrst subsection explains the TCA-TM dDTM scheme, its nuXmv
modeling and our suggested improvement. The second subsection explains the HR-TM dDTM scheme, its nuXmv modeling
and the difference in this FAMe-TM based analysis approach from the earlier work related to HR-TM [4].
5.1. Thermal Coupling Aware dDTM (TCA-TM)
Generally, DTM schemes execute task migrations by swapping the task(s) of a hot core with a cooler one. However, as the
core size is shrinking, a simple hot-cold swap, based on pre-migration temperatures, leads to faster heating of the initially
cooler destination core. In order to tackle this issue, a recently proposed dDTM scheme [27] presents a Temperature-aware
Neighboring Core Search (TaNCS) algorithm to ﬁnd a destination core for migration based on an estimation of post-migration
temperature and thermal coupling effects amongst the cores. In order to tackle the effects of thermal coupling, the temperature rise in a core i is modeled by dividing it into two components, i.e., self heating and thermal coupling. The self
heating component is deﬁned as Pi Ri,i , where Pi is the power on core i and Ri,i is the self thermal resistance on core i. The
N
thermal coupling component is deﬁned as
k=1 P i R k,i , where k = i and Rk,i is the inter-core thermal resistance from core k
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Fig. 3. TaNCS-based TCA-TM dDTM scheme.

to core i and N is the number of cores in the system. This dDTM scheme [27] deﬁnes an execution interval tEX after which
the task scheduler on a core picks a new task τH from the queue for execution. If the core’s current temperature Ti,cur is
greater than the threshold temperature Tth , then the task on the core i is halted in order to cool down the core, otherwise
the TaNCS-based migration network is invoked to ﬁnd a suitable core for task migration.
5.1.1. TaNCS-based migration network
The ﬁrst step in the TaNCS-based migration network, as depicted in Fig. 3, is to estimate the future temperature Ti,fut (τH )
of the core i with the new task τH .

T i ,fut (τ H ) =  P i B ii + T i ,cur

(1)

where Pi is the change in power on core i due to task migration and βii is the self heating thermal resistance at core i
deﬁned as
tE X

βii = R i (1 − e R i C i )

(2)

where Ri and Ci are the thermal resistance and capacitance values for core i, respectively.
The TaNCS algorithm is invoked to ﬁnd a suitable destination core if the future temperature Ti,fut (τH ) is greater than
Tth or the maximum temperature difference between the core i and its neighboring core exceeds a difference threshold
Tdiff , otherwise the new task τH is selected for execution on core i. If the TaNCS algorithm ﬁnds an appropriate core j for
migration and the difference in the number of the tasks between the cores i and j is greater than a threshold value Ndiff ,
the task τH is migrated from core i to core j and the task τL is marked to be migrated from core j to core i in the next
scheduling interval of core j. To ﬁnd an appropriate core amongst its neighbors, the TaNCS algorithm proposes a new task
function, Cost(i ↔ pos), to determine the migration task for source-destination pair as given below:
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Fig. 4. Core arrangement for TCA-TM dDTM scheme.

Cost(i ↔ pos) = max(T̃pos,fut (τH ), T̃i,fut (τL ))

(3)

where T̃pos,fut (τH ) is the future temperature of core pos assuming migration of the task τH and T̃i,fut (τL ) is the future
temperature of core i assuming migration of the task τL from core pos to i. The algorithm ﬁnds the cost function for all
the neighboring cores and selects the one with the minimum value to ﬁnd the least heat-risk migration core pair. If the
minimum value of cost function is less than Ti,fut (τH ), then that pos core is selected for migration. Equations (4) and (5) are
used to calculate T̃pos,fut (τH ) and T̃i,fut (τL ) as shown below:

T̃ n, f ut (τ H ) = βnn ( P τ H − P τL ) + βin ( P τL − P τ H ) + T n,cur

(4)

T̃ i , f ut (τ L ) = βni ( P τ H − P τL ) + βii ( P τL − P τ H ) + T i ,cur

(5)

5.1.2. nuXmv modeling of TaNCS-based TCA-TM
This section explains the nuXmv modeling of TaNCS [27]. Using the scalable modeling feature of FAMe-TM, we have
modeled the migration scheme for different grid sizes up to a 9 × 9 core grid. The values of thermal resistance R and capacitance C , used in Equation (2), are taken from [14] and [31], respectively. To avoid the computational burden on the model
checking environment, the β s are calculated separately using Equation (2). We have divided the overall system model, based
on the FAMe-TM modeling approach into several modules. The main idea is to make a generic module, i.e., Core, that completely models the dDTM behavior of a core and is instantiated multiple times to create a multi-processor grid. Based on
the contents of the Core module, as shown in Fig. 2, we have created sub-modules for temperature estimation (T_cur,
T_future, cost_future_temp and Max_temp) and calculation of migration cost (Cost_function and Cost_order). Other than the above-mentioned modules, several parameters intrinsic to a core, like task queue and performance
properties, are also modeled within the Core module. Finally, the MAIN module instantiates these core modules to create
the complete grid. Further details about these individual modules are given below:

T_cur. This module calculates the current temperature of a core. It takes task loads from the neighboring cores as inputs
and returns the current temperature of the core including the thermal coupling effects.

T_future. This module models Equation (4) to estimate the future temperature of a core.
Cost_future_temp. The future temperature T̃pos,fut (τH ) and T̃i,fut (τL ) are computed in this module using Equations (4)
and (5), respectively.

Cost_function. This module implements the cost function given in Equation (3).
Cost_order. This module ﬁnds the minimum of all the cost functions from the neighboring cores. It returns the neighboring core with the minimum migration task cost.

Max_temp. This module ﬁnds the maximum temperature difference between a core and its neighbors.
Core. This module gives a generic model of a core in the selected dDTM scheme. The inputs to this module are the IDs
of the core and its neighbors, β s values for its neighbors, temperature values, information of the total tasks load,

MAIN.

tasks τH and τL from its neighbors. The performance properties related counters, explained in Section 4.2, are also
integrated in this module.
The overall grid of the distributed environment is constructed in the MAIN module. All the cores in the grid of
the system are instantiated here to pass appropriate arguments to one another. A typical arrangement of the cores
for a 9 × 9 grid is shown in the Fig. 4. The core labels n2_0, n3_0 and n4_0 represent a core with 2, 3 and 4
neighbors respectively.

The code listing for the these modules and more implementation details are available online [24].
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Fig. 5. Improved TaNCS-based TCA-TM dDTM scheme.

5.1.3. Improvement in TaNCS-based TCA-TM
Our modeling and veriﬁcation of the TaNCS algorithm, allowed us to discover some neat optimizations for TaNCS-based
dDTM scheme. As shown in the Fig. 3, the TCA-TM calls for TaNCS algorithm if the predicted temperature of the current core
is greater than the threshold or if the maximum temperature difference between the neighboring cores crosses a threshold
limit. However, if the TaNCS algorithm cannot ﬁnd an appropriate core for migration, it still retains the task on the current
core, which had already violated the threshold temperature. We noticed that this migration decision can lead to the creation
of a hot spot. We propose a solution to this critical issue by allowing the task to be stalled instead of being executed on a
hot core, as shown in Fig. 5. Although this solution increases the number of tasks stalls on a core, yet it greatly reduces the
creation of hot spots and the time for which a core would be overheated, which is more important for thermal stability of
a Many-Core chip.
5.2. dDTM with hot spot reduction (HR-TM)
This dDTM scheme [21] manages to achieve thermal stability by reducing the number of hot spots across a chip. The
dDTM scheme invokes a task migration algorithm based on the estimation of average chip temperature calculated using a
distributed average signal tracking algorithm [7,6]. This average is calculated using the following equation:

z˙i (t ) = α



sgn[x j (t ) − xi (t )]

j∈N i

xi (t ) = zi (t ) + r i (t )

(6)

where sgn(x) is the sign function deﬁned as:

⎧
⎪
⎨ −1 if x < 0
sgn(x) = 0
if x = 0
⎪
⎩
1
if x > 0

(7)
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Fig. 6. FSM for the improved HR-TM dDTM scheme.

and zi (t) is the estimated average signal, xi (t) and Ni are the states of the distributed agent i and its neighborhood, respectively, ri (t) is the reference signal with bounded derivatives in a ﬁnite time and α is a constant value greater than 0.
The task migration algorithm makes use of Equation (6) based on algorithm [7,6] to estimate the average temperature of
the chip, without the need of global knowledge of the temperature of every core. The task migration policy is then executed
only on the cores having a temperature greater than the estimated average temperature Tavg . As a result, a considerable
amount of data exchange is avoided among the cores and only necessary task migration is done for effectively reducing the
temperature. If a core has a temperature greater than the estimated Tavg , then the following task migration criterion is used
to check if the task can be migrated from the current core to some destination core among the neighbors:
1. T destination < T current , where T destination and T current are the temperature values for the destination and current cores, respectively.
2. P detsination < P current , where P destination is the task load of the destination core and P current is the counterpart of the
current core.
3. TNP destination < TNP current , where TNPdestination is the total task load including the immediate neighboring cores surrounding the destination core and TNP current is the counterpart of the current core.
If the temperature T of the core is less than the Tavg , then the task migration policy is not activated and the core retains
its temperature, otherwise the above-mentioned conditions are checked to decide if the task migration is done for a core or
not. All the 4 neighbors are passed through the criterion and tasks are exchanged if the conditions are met and then checked
with the next neighbor. By the end of the algorithm execution, the most appropriate core is found for task exchange. The
earlier veriﬁcation of HR-TM [4] also suggested an improvement in the HR-TM scheme by removing the discrepancy in the
original HR-TM scheme [21] that arises when more than one core chooses the same destination core for task migration. The
ﬁnite state machine for the improved HR-TM scheme is given in Fig. 6.
5.2.1. nuXmv modeling of HR-TM dDTM scheme
In order to model Eq. (6), we have to ﬁrst take the integral of the z˙i (t). The integral of a sign function is given as:


sgn(x) dx = |x|
and




z˙i (t ) dt =

α

(8)


j∈N i

sgn[x j (t ) − xi (t )] dt
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Fig. 7. Categorization of cores based on the amount of information exchange.

Thus, the equation for zi (t ) becomes

zi (t ) = α



|x j (t ) − xi (t )|

j∈N i

and we have

xi (t ) = α



|x j (t ) − xi (t )| + ri (t )

(9)

j∈N i

In our modeling, xi (t) becomes equivalent to Tavg that a core i estimates, and ri becomes the core i’s temperature.
The HR-TM dDTM scheme allows its nodes to exchange information with a maximum of four neighbors, i.e., north, south,
east and west. Information exchange with the diagonal neighboring nodes is not allowed. In order to construct the model
of any arbitrary n × n grid, which supports the originally proposed algorithm of [21], we need three distinct types of nodes,
i.e., nodes that can communicate with 2, 3 and 4 neighbors, depending on their location in the grid. The improved version
of the HR-TM algorithm [4] avoids the situation in which a core selects to migrate task to a core amongst its neighbors
that in turn is trying to migrate task with one of its neighbors. The second-level neighbors are introduced to model this
behavior, where the second-level neighbors of a core x are deﬁned as the cores that can communicate with the neighbors
of that core x or neighbors of the neighbors of the core x. Based on the reﬁnement of the original algorithm, 6 different
types of nodes are required, as a node with 3 neighbors may need information of 4 or 5 second-level neighboring nodes
depending on its location in the grid. For example, a four-neighbor node may require information of 4, 5 or 6 second-level
neighboring nodes depending on its location in the grid. Therefore, we have modeled the n × n grid using six different
modules: n2_3, n3_4, n3_5, n4_6, n4_7 and n4_8 as shown in Fig. 7. The name of these modules np_q shows that the
core modeled by this module has p immediate neighbors and q other second-level neighbors that can exchange tasks with
the core being modeled. The MAIN module calls the instances of these six distinct modules to complete the overall model
of a 9 × 9 grid. This model is then used for verifying both functional and performance properties of the given algorithm.
A typical arrangement of the cores in a 9 × 9 grid is shown in Fig. 7.
In the previous work done for veriﬁcation of HR-TM [4], the core temperatures were calculated based on a linear relation
with the task load of the core. In FAMe-TM, we have implemented the temperature estimation module that calculates the
temperature of a core based on the thermal model of the core. Also, FAMe-TM is a generic modeling and analysis methodology that can be extended to any grid size. The earlier work [4] only veriﬁed the functional properties and calculated
the transitions required to stability. In the current paper, we use the proposed FAMe-TM approach and also verify a set of
performance properties for the HR-TM dDTM scheme.
5.3. Results and discussions
This section presents the veriﬁcation results for functional properties and an analysis of performance parameters for the
original and improved TaNCS-based TCA-TM and HR-TM.
5.3.1. Experimental setup
We used version 1.0.1 of the nuXmv model checker on two different environments. We have done veriﬁcation on a low
end Machine 1 with Windows 8.1 Professional OS running on a i3 processor, 2.93 GHz (4 CPUs), with 4 GB memory and on
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Table 1
Timing and memory resources required for veriﬁcation of properties on Machine 2.
Machine 2, core i7, 16 CPUS, 32 GB memory
Properties

Property 1

Property 2

Property 3

dDTM scheme

Grid size

Memory
(MB)

Veriﬁcation time
(sec)

Memory
(MB)

Veriﬁcation time
(sec)

Memory
(MB)

Veriﬁcation time
(sec)

TaNCS

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

651
1299
3895
14 236

21
65
125
253

602
1507
5316
15 435

25
49
103
239

2660
3543
8076
25 153

59
121
275
509

Improved TaNCS

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

560
1088
2599
12 685

15
63
119
221

544
1180
2971
13 006

16
59
109
203

2347
3432
6376
23 352

47
115
215
432

HR-TM

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

488
945
2399
8098

14
52
102
198

501
916
2502
8215

12
58
97
175

2740
3938
5893
19 976

52
113
209
417

a high-end Machine 2 with CentOS 5.0 OS running on a i7 processor, 2.93 GHz (16 CPUs), with 32 GB memory. The values
for inter-core R and β used are 0.05 and 0.047, respectively. For a homogeneous core system, considering the one-hop
neighborhood for task migration, the values of intra-core R and β would be same for all the cores. We have used 0.5 and
0.125 for intra-core R and β values, respectively. Moreover, the experimental results are based on threshold temperature
Tth = 80 ◦ C, threshold for maximum temperature difference between a core and its neighboring cores Tdiff = 10 ◦ C and the
threshold difference in the number of the tasks between a source core and destination core Ndiff = 2. The veriﬁcation is
done for different grid sizes of 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 6 × 6 and 9 × 9, constructed by calling core modules in the MAIN module of
nuXmv model. We have run our experiments using a k-bound value of 100 and a task load of 400,000 units where each unit
requires one execution cycle to complete and each task could be non-deterministically assigned a task load in the range of
1–200 units.
5.3.2. Functional properties
The functional veriﬁcation of TaNCS-based TCA-TM and HR-TM is done based on the functional properties introduced
in Section 4.1 using the nuXmv’s bounded model checking (BMC) support for real numbers with a k-bound value of 100.
This choice of k-bound value results in the veriﬁcation of Properties 1–3 within this bound ensuring a complete state-space
exploration. The veriﬁcation times and the memory consumption on Machine 2, for some of the functional properties,
veriﬁed in this work, are given in Table 1. The time measurements in these results are done by using nuXmv function
time.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the LTL properties takes less time and memory for veriﬁcation of HR-TM [21] as
compared to TaNCS and improved TaNCS, which somewhat reﬂects the lower complexity of the HR-TM algorithm [21].
Moreover, the grid size also affects the time and memory required for the veriﬁcation of properties by a considerable
amount. For example, the veriﬁcation of stability property (Property 3) for TaNCS algorithm on grid size of 9 × 9 required
almost 9 times the memory and computation time than the corresponding requirements for analyzing a 3 × 3 size. Also, the
stability property requires more veriﬁcation time than the other two properties as we explore the property on every core
in the system for individual thermal stability.
Another interesting observation is the comparison between Machines 1 and 2 in terms of resources and time required for
veriﬁcation, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. It can be easily seen that Machine 2 with 8 times the memory of Machine 1, performs
the veriﬁcation of these properties in much less time. For example, using Machine 2, the veriﬁcation of Property 1 for TaNCS
algorithm on a 9 × 9 grid size is done 15 times faster than when using Machine 1. However, this gain on Machine 2 requires
5 times more memory than on Machine 1.
We have also calculated the state transitions required to achieve stability for a 9 × 9 grid under different scenarios for
the selected algorithms in Table 2. The test setups, TS - newsc represent the north, east, west and south neighbors
around the centre core and a value of 1 for these cores indicates a respective hot spot. The core type nx_y represents
a core with x immediate neighbors and y other second-level neighbors that can exchange tasks with the neighbors of the
core being modeled. The Core ID shows the ID of a typical core of its type in the 9 × 9 grid. For example, the test setup TS –
00001, for the Improved TaNCS algorithm and core type n4_0, shows the scenario where a core having four direct neighbors
and no indirect neighbors is a hot spot and none of its neighbors are hot spots and the number of state transitions required
to achieve stability in this case would be 150 841. Table 2 also shows that, for any given scenario, the HR-TM dDTM scheme
achieves thermal stability in fewer number of transitions as compared to the TaNCS and improved TaNCS dDTM schemes,
that require almost the same number of transitions to achieve stability.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of memory usage between Machine 1 and Machine 2.

Fig. 9. Comparison of veriﬁcation times between Machine 1 and Machine 2.

5.3.3. Performance properties
The performance metrics, deﬁned in Section 4.2, are evaluated for the task migrations based on the original TaNCS
algorithm and improved TaNCS, and for the HR-TM dDTM scheme as well [21]. These values have been computed for the
different grid sizes, using the variable counters in the core module. For example, the time to achieve stability is calculated
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Table 2
Number of state transitions to stability under different scenarios for 9 × 9 grid.

Table 3
Veriﬁcation results for performance properties.
Parameters

Task stalls

Grid size

Task
migrations

Hot spots

dDTM scheme

Task load
completed

State transitions
to stability

Time spent
in migration

TaNCS

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

1366
3279
16 397
22 458

196
471
2357
6521

94
228
1139
4132

6230
14 951
74 755
190 394

6324
15 179
75 894
194 526

418
451
1056
697

Improved TaNCS

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

1342
3223
16 115
20 101

128
308
1542
3146

178
428
2143
5324

6051
14 523
72 613
190 517

6229
14 951
74 756
195 841

412
424
1028
574

HR-TM

3×3
4×4
6×6
9×9

908
2581
12 458
18 412

95
259
2541
5429

109
128
2415
4253

5177
9324
15 167
29 692

5286
9452
17 582
33 945

299
321
830
580

by counting the number of transitions or execution cycles, tEX , till the stable state is reached. Since the selected dDTM
scheme [27] calls its scheduler every 100 ms therefore we have taken tEX as 100 ms in our timing analysis. Also, a task
load of 400,000 units is allowed to execute in our experiment, so, a minimum of 400,000 (in case there is no hot spot)
execution cycles are required for the complete execution of task load. All the counters for different performance properties
in our Algorithm 1 are run till the thermal stability is achieved. It can be seen from results in Table 3 that the number
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Fig. 10. Evaluation of performance properties.

of transitions required to stability is less than 400,000, which shows that the stability is achieved before the task load is
completely exhausted. In other words, the choice of k-bound value of 100 results in the stability being achieved within this
bound ensuring a complete state-space exploration till stability. This justiﬁes the completeness and exhaustiveness of our
proposed methodology. The results are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 10 summarizes the results on a logarithmic scale. The log
scales have been chosen as the difference between the values is too large to plot in the available space.
These graphs give several insights into the task migration algorithms for the analyzed dDTM schemes. As stated earlier,
the most important parameter for these algorithm is number of transitions required to stability. When we have equal
number of transitions required to achieve stability for two algorithms, the other stated parameters in FAMe-TM give a
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Fig. 10. (continued)

good performance criterion. For example, for a 9 × 9 grid size, both the TaNCS and the improved TaNCS algorithm achieve
stability in the almost the same number of transitions (0.49% increase in improved TaNCS) with the same amount of task
load completed (an increase of 0.06% in improved TaNCS). However, the improved TaNCS algorithm shows a reduction of
hot spots by 50% as compared to the original TaNCS algorithm. The HR-TM algorithm results in 72% increase in number of
hot spots as compared to the improved TaNCS. However, for the same 9 × 9 grid, the HR-TM achieves thermal stability 6
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Fig. 11. Number of transitions spent in task migration for different grid sizes.

times more quickly, but creates more hot spots in comparison and has to perform more task migrations in fewer number of
transitions as compared to the other two schemes.
It is observed that the total number of tasks migrated are comparable (with a difference of 10.5%) for both TaNCS
schemes for 9 × 9 grid. The number of tasks stalled in the improved version increases by 28% due to the fact that the
improved version does not allow task migration when the migrating core is already a hot spot as opposed to the original
TaNCS scheme. This improvement in the algorithm results in a reduction of hot spots by 50%. It is to be noted that with no
difference (in fact an increase of 0.06% in improved TaNCS) in completed task load, the improved algorithm ensures more
thermally stable task migration decisions by creating fewer hot spots. Thus, the increase in the stalls does not affect the
overall performance of the improved version. A similar comparison between the time to achieve stability between the two
variants of TaNCS shows that this time remains almost the same and is not affected by the increase in the number of tasks
stalled.
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Fig. 11. (continued)

Another interesting parameter is the number of transitions required by a dDTM algorithm to ﬁnd the appropriate core for
migration. The results in Fig. 11 show the number of transitions required for carrying out task migrations for different grid
sizes. These graphs indicate that the improved TaNCS version shows an 18% improvement as compared to TaNCS algorithm
on 9 × 9 grid size.
The comparison clearly shows that the improved TaNCS version is a better choice for task migrations with 50% reduction
in the hot spots without compromising the overall performance, i.e., a less than 0.5% increase in number of transitions to
stability and an improvement in completed task by 0.06%. These results conﬁrm the utility of FAMe-TM as it gives an insight
into the various parameters involved in a task migration scheme. Moreover, the formal veriﬁcation properties helped us to
improve the given migration technique by identifying its discrepancies that are diﬃcult to catch with traditional simulations
methods.
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6. Conclusion
This paper presents a formal analysis methodology, i.e. FAMe-TM, as well as introduces veriﬁcation properties for
task-migration-based distributed DTM schemes for on-chip Many-Core systems. Any dDTM task migration scheme can be
analyzed on the basis of functional and performance properties using FAMe-TM. This methodology is implemented using
the recent nuXmv model checker due to its ability to handle real numbers and its powerful veriﬁcation methods. We have
modeled a recently proposed thermal coupling aware task migration scheme for dDTM [27] and a dDTM scheme with hot
spot reduction [21], for different grid sizes as a case study and compared the results. Using the FAMe-TM, we identiﬁed an
ambiguity in the original algorithm [27] that can potentially lead to the creation of more hot spots on the chip. We have also
proposed an improved version of the selected algorithm. Based on the suggested formal analysis properties, it is shown that
our improved version results in a reduction of hot spots by 50% with a less than 0.5% impact on performance. To the best
of our knowledge, no generic analysis methodology applicable to any given dDTM task migration has been proposed before.
Moreover, the identiﬁcation and formalization of analysis properties for dDTM algorithms is also another contribution of
this research work and provides a common ground for analysis of various dDTM.
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